CHORALLARIES ROCK WITH TRADITIONALLY RAUNCHY RIOT

CONCERT IN BAD TASTE
The Chorallaries. Room 10-250. March 11, 11:59 p.m.

By Scott Deskin

F or the 1994 edition of the Chorallaries' Bad Taste Concert, the turnout was as big as ever, with the line ultimately stretching all the way to Building 1. By 10 p.m., with the laptop computer count at 29 and rising, people tried to abide the long wait with board games, portable stereo, homework, tarot cards, and the like. About the abnormally long queue, Doug Wyatt '96 said, "It's silly that this is the only thing at MIT for eloquence."

In response to the growing frenzy outside Room 10-250 as showtime approached, the doors were finally opened at 11:35 p.m. As the doors opened, a steady shower of paper airplanes, plastic discs inundated center stage. A performance, a more crude and raucous bit included John, reeling from his recent dismemberment, frantically searching for and finding his penis in the crowd: the blood-stained boxer shorts, part of the Bobbitts resurfaced later in the show. The Addams Family was an LSC parody which, like in last year's Bad Taste, included a red condum, a swelled-up latex glove provided an able substitute for audience amusement. Someone who yelled, "Who's condom is... turns on?" was told, "[Yours] and your four friends!!" appropriately set the mood for the rest of the evening.

Suddenly, around midnight, the lights were dimmed and the crowd burst into cheers. The Chorallaries took center stage, with the following cast of characters: Satan, host of a "Well at MIT" program, whose guests are famous for their noteworthy sins. Some of the celebrities and their sins included Cindy Crawford (being married to Richard Gere), Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan (accusing each other of being "a bitch"), former MIT students (imagine on their professors in bed) in the audience: the blood-stained boxer shorts, part of the Bobbitts resurfaced later in the show. The Addams Family was an LSC parody which, like in last year's Bad Taste, included a red condum, a swelled-up latex glove provided an able substitute for audience amusement. Someone who yelled, "Who's condom is... turns on?" was told, "[Yours] and your four friends!!" appropriately set the mood for the rest of the evening.
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